
CASE STUDY: GASSCO, OIL & GAS, GAS TRANSPORT, NORWAY

BRINGING NORWEGIAN GAS TO EUROPE IN AN  
EFFICIENT, SAFE AND RELIABLE MANNER 
Intergraph® tools manage change and ensure plant asset data integrity 
at gas transport company Gassco

IDENTIFYING GOALS
Norway is the world’s second-largest gas exporter, supplying about 18% of 

Europe’s needs. Gassco, a state-owned company, exports 94.2 billion cubic 

meters to Europe in 2011. This amount is the highest since the company was 

created in December 2000 and it will possibly increase in the future. Gassco’s 

goal is to provide a well-run transport system 50 years from now to the benefit of 

owners, users and customers in an increasing challenging environment. 

The company has receiving terminals in four European countries (the United 

Kingdom, Germany, Belgium, and France), first operated by Technical Service 

Providers (TSP) until 2007, when Gassco took over daily operations.

The company’s goal was to increase the quality of technical data, to enhance 

efficiency, and to improve work processes by creating a single place to access all 

Technical Information (LCI) and as-built information for all plants.

OVERCOMING CHALLENGES
Information is very important for Gassco operations, as the company has to allo-

cate the capacity available at any given time in the pipelines and transport-related 

facilities, while being very responsive to changes in both gas provider’s capacity 

and customers’ demand.

When Gassco chose SmartPlant® Enterprise and decided to deploy SmartPlant® 

Foundation as its technical information management system, it had to deal with 

complex and varied data legacy in different formats/systems and different data 

quality. 

The company had some important objectives when it embarked on the changes:

• Easy access and easy way to navigate through all levels of technical information

• To ensure concurrent engineering management and revision control

• To change from “document-based” information to more “intelligent” information  

   by the use of engineering tools 

FACTS AT A GLANCE 
Company: Gassco

Website: www.gassco.no

Description: Gassco is responsible for 
transporting gas from the Norwegian 
continental shelf to other European 
countries. It is a state-owned company, 
managing 7,975 km of large-diameter, 
high-pressure pipelines, delivering to 
Europe 94.2 billion cubic metres in 2011, 
via receiving terminals in Germany, the 
United Kingdom, Belgium and France.

Employees: 325 employees

Industry: Oil & gas, gas transport

Country: Norway

PRODUCTS USED: 

•	SmartPlant	Foundation

•	SmartPlant	Instrumentation

•	SmartPlant	P&ID

•	SmartPlant	for	Owner	Operators

KEY BENEFITS:

•	Technical	information	management 

•	Concurrent	engineering	handling 

•	Revision	control

•	Easy	access	and	navigation	for	end				
   users

•	Database	engineering	tools

•	Standardization	of	systems	across		
   Gassco

•	Data	quality	management		



• To provide contractors with correct as-built information for  

   projects and modifications in a format that allows users to   

   make changes in an easy and more efficient way

• To enhance integration across different systems

• To standardize the use of systems and the management of  

   technical information and engineering data

REALIZING RESULTS
Standard processes for data management were put into place, 

including import/export functionalities. The efforts focused 

on ensuring that all as-built information was transferred to 

SmartPlant Foundation® from the old systems. These engi-

neering tools, which include SmartPlant Instrumentation and 

SmartPlant P&ID, provide all users (contractors included) differ-

ent levels of access to relevant information. 

SmartPlant Foundation has been set up to support modifica-

tions and project processes in Gassco. With updated as-built 

information, operations and maintenance, as well as engineer-

ing, are faster and more efficient every time new projects or 

modifications are undertaken.

Experience shows that it is very important to have manage-

ment commitment and to focus on work processes during 

the implementation of new technical information management 

systems. Experience also shows that the deployment of a new 

system takes time, as it does having everyone up to speed. 

Therefore, sharing information and good coordination are es-

sential to maintain the company’s normal operations.

After the establishment of the SAP interface to SmartPlant 

Foundation and some code customization, all plants are now 

using the same technical information management system. 

This allows Gassco to operate its plants and terminals in a 

systematic, reliable and competitive manner. 

MOVING FORWARD
Gassco is currently upgrading from SmartPlant Foundation to 

SmartPlant® Enterprise for Owner Operations (SPO). The main 

drivers include:

• Support of Windows 7, Oracle 11, Office 2007

• New features to support plant operation and maintenance

• Common portal for SAP and SPF (SAP Netweaver)

• Less customization – code is preconfigured to Owner  

   Operators needs

• Centralized tag management - SPF as Tag master

• Less risk during upgrades

In the near future, SPO will be more spread in the industry 

than today’s “Nordic template” solution, enabling Gassco to 

work and interact faster and more efficiently with contractors, 

customers, and other sector players.

Intergraph is the leading global provider of engineering and geospatial 
software that enables customers to visualize complex data. Businesses 
and governments in more than 60 countries rely on Intergraph’s industry-
specific software to organize vast amounts of data to make processes 
and infrastructure better, safer and smarter. The company’s software and 
services empower customers to build and operate more efficient plants and 
ships, create intelligent maps, and protect critical infrastructure and millions 
of people around the world.

Intergraph operates through two divisions: Process, Power & Marine 
(PP&M) and Security, Government & Infrastructure (SG&I). Intergraph PP&M 
provides enterprise engineering software for the design, construction, 
operation and data management of plants, ships and offshore facilities. 

Intergraph SG&I provides geospatially powered solutions, including ERDAS 
technologies, to the public safety and security, defense and intelligence, 
government, transportation, photogrammetry, and utilities and communica-
tions industries. Intergraph Government Solutions (IGS) is a wholly owned 
subsidiary of Intergraph Corporation responsible for the SG&I U.S. federal 
business.

Intergraph is part of Hexagon (Nordic exchange: HEXA B; www.hexagon.
com), a leading global provider of design, measurement, and visualiza-
tion technologies that enable customers to design, measure and position 
objects, and process and present data. 

For more information, visit www.intergraph.com.
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